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Solution Summary
In general, standard bar code symbologies will only encode the ASCII character set. Function keys,
arrows keys and many other extended keys on an IBM compatible keyboard do not translate to ASCII
characters. Using Code 128 or Code 39 (extended character set) symbology it is possible to encode the
lower ASCII characters in a bar code.
Now when the scanner is connected as a keyboard device (keyboard wedge / USB PC-keyboard) these
Lower ASCII characters can be translated to function keys, arrow keys and other extended keys.
There are two different translation tables for two product lines. For the scanner models listed below the
translation table is listed on the last page.
Configure ASCII translation for the following scanners:
•

3200, 3800g, 3800gHD, 3800gPDF, 3800r, 3800i, 3820, 3820i, 4600g, 4600r, 4800i, 4820,
4820i, 5600, 5620, 5800, 6320

If a scanner is connected as a keyboard device (keyboard wedge / USB PC-keyboard) the Lower ASCII
characters are translated according to the ‘Supported Interface Keys – A’, see the last page. The table is
also available in the user guide.
To configure the scanner to translate the lower ASCII characters to function codes scan the bar codes
below, ‘Function Code Transmit’ and ‘Full ASCII On’. The last symbol is required to decode Code 39
symbols that are created with the extended character set to encode function keys.
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After configuration of the scanner when you scan the Code 128 bar codes below the scanner will
translate the lower ASCII values according to the ‘supported interface keys’ on the next page.
For example the bar code ’16 Hex’ will result in a function key F1 being send.
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Supported Interface Keys – A
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